More jewslamic terrorist attacks rock Europe

-HPS Zildar Raasi

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news ... es-7605060

3 explosions as well as gunfire have been reported at an airport in Brussels just under an hour ago. Words were shouted in Arabic, no doubt giving praise to the jewslamic "god" Allah shortly before chaos broke out. So far the death toll is 11 and counting.

But the jews still want you to know that Islam is a good thing for you and your people and that you should still welcome it into your countries. Don't let reality get in the way of the liberal dream.

"I think there is a resurgence of anti-Semitism because at this point in time Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural. And I think we are going to be part of the throes of that transformation, which must take place. Europe is not going to be the monolithic societies they once were in the last century. Jews are going to be at the centre of that. It's a huge transformation for Europe to make. They are now going into a multicultural mode and Jews will be resented because of our leading role."

-- Barbara Lerner Spectre, Sweden, Founder of Paideia, European Jewish Fund in Sweden

Welcome to multicultural mode.

Is this the world you want for your People and your future? If not, I suggest everyone takes the reverse Rituals seriously and continues with Online as well as Spiritual warfare.